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About Us
Located in Haryana (India), Fill Pack Industries is serving its industrial clients with a
collection of superb quality product Packing Machines. Since we entered the industry as a
manufacture and supplier of industrial machines in 2010, we have garnered a huge client
base in the industry. Our offered product range comprises Pouch Packaging Machine,
Pouch Sealing Machine, Snack Packaging Machine, Tea Packing Machine, Biscuit
Packing Machine, Pulses Packing Machine, Pickle Packing Machine, Tomato Sauce
Packing Machine, Shampoo Packing Machine and many more. Used in a number of
industries such as pharmaceutical, food & beverage, food bakeries and factories and other
industries, our products have a huge demand in the market. Also, we have hired expert
engineers, who work in coordination with our quality inspectors to deliver packing machines
in compliance with global quality parameters. Use of ﬁne raw material in the manufacturing
process, our products are appreciated for their smooth operations, user-friendly features,
sturdy construction, corrosion resistance, minimum maintenance and durability. Following
moral business principles, we have acquired a dominant place in a short duration.

Quality Promise
We aim at providing world class packaging and ﬁlling machine by using advance technology
in our production units. Offering technically advanced machines to our clients, we have
emerged as a trusted name among our competitors. Owing to the quality and high reliability
of our products, we are offering eﬃcient services to our esteemed clients.

Our Business Philosophy
We believe in holding ethical business values and delivering effective services to our valued
patrons. Also, we aim to evolve long term business relationships with our respectable
clients on grounds of mutual growth. With an entire focus on growth, we also lay importance
on providing high-end solutions at most competitive prices within the committed time
frame.

Quality
Being a leading entity in the industry, we have carved a strong domain position by delivering
a variety of quality-driven packaging machines. We take maximum care to maintain highest
quality of our manufactured products. Our quality controlling experts measure all products
under strict quality tests to ensure excellent strength and smooth functioning of machines.
Thus, our quality controlling team members ensure to meet predeﬁned quality standards
before making the delivery of demanded products and prove our industrial credibility.

Our Products

FFS Half Semi Pneumatic
Packaging Machine

Rotary Roaster Packing
Machine

Hot Air Tray Dryer (Oven)
Packaging Machine

Pulveriser ( Hammer Type)
Packing Machine

Supari Cutter Packaging
Machine

FFS Center Sealing Packaging
Machine

Pneumatic Collar Type Packaging
Machine (PLC Based)

U Type Mixer Packaging
Machine

Horizontal Flow Wrapper
Packaging Machine

F.F.S Centre Sealing
Packaging Machine

Candy Pillow Packing Machine

F.F.S Four Side Sealing
Packaging Machine
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